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American Nicole Mones has worked and traveled in China for more than 20 years, and her knowledge of the country illuminates every page of A Cup of Light. A Cup of Light is a beguiling if overbusy tale of an American who finds love amid the complexities and wonders of porcelain, all wrapped up in a story about sacrifice, love, and the unexpected. 

Nicole Mones's second novel, after Lost in Translation, twins a conventional romance with an unconventional and intriguing art world mystery. Nov 1, 2011. I found A Cup of Light 2002 an odd book, not easily categorised. That is not to say that books should be easy to categorise. In fact probably A Cup of Light: Nicole Mones: 9780385319454: Amazon.com: Books 

Buy Cup of Light by Nicole Mones ISBN: 9780385319454 from Amazon's Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Review: A Cup of Light by Nicole Mones Magical Musings There are 29 calories in 1 tablespoon of Light Cream. Get full nutrition facts and other common serving sizes of Light Cream including 1 Guideline 1 cup · 468 ?While he sip a cup of coffee puff a newport light – Me and My Gang. Find out the meaning behind this lyric from Me and My Gang by Masta Ace. Get more than just the lyrics on Genius.